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Abstract
Single Molecule Localization Microscopy techniques like PhotoActivated Localization Mi-
croscopy, with their sub-diffraction limit spatial resolution, have been popularly used to char-
acterize the spatial organization of membrane proteins, by means of quantitative cluster
analysis. However, such quantitative studies remain challenged by the techniques’ inherent
sources of errors such as a limited detection efficiency of less than 60%, due to incomplete
photo-conversion, and a limited localization precision in the range of 10 – 30nm, varying
across the detected molecules, mainly depending on the number of photons collected from
each. We provide analytical methods to estimate the effect of these errors in cluster analysis
and to correct for them. These methods, based on the Ripley’s L(r) – r or Pair Correlation
Function popularly used by the community, can facilitate potentially breakthrough results in
quantitative biology by providing a more accurate and precise quantification of protein
spatial organization.
Introduction
The spatial organization of most membrane proteins as sub-micrometer spatial clusters might
be a key property affecting their functionality [1, 2, 3]. The characteristics of these microdo-
mains, such as the number of proteins per cluster, cluster size and density, are heterogeneous
in general, depending on the specific cell type, protein, lipid, cell cycle and environmental con-
ditions. The possible mechanisms of cluster formation include compartmentalization due to
enrichment in lipid rafts [4], protein-protein interactions [1] and physical barriers created by
actin cytoskeleton [5]. Various biological functions, for example signalling [2, 3], might be fa-
cilitated by clustering. Accurate and precise imaging and quantitative characterization of the
spatial microdomain parameters are important tools that can aid these studies.
The membrane proteins can be imaged at unprecedented length-scales, and with high speci-
ficity and contrast and in their natural environment, using single molecule localization
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microscopic (SMLM) techniques like PhotoActivated Localization Microscopy(PALM) [6, 7].
Other SMLM techniques like STochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy (STORM) [8]
also are promising, although, due to the high specificity provided by PALM originating from
the genetic tagging of the protein under study with the fluorescent label, and the relatively
lower blinking rate of the Photo-Activable Flourescent Proteins (PA-FPs) and the resulting re-
duction in the number of repeated localizations of the same fluorophore molecule, we focus on
the application of PALM for quantitative analysis, while noting that the methods provided
might be applicable to STORM as well. The technique has been popularly used for quantitative
analysis of spatial organization of membrane proteins [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Such studies typically
also involve the use of cluster analysis methods for quantification.
However, the quantitative analysis of membrane organization with PALM has several
sources of errors that can significantly limit its utility [10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21]. The most
critical sources of these errors are: a) multiple localizations of the same label molecule due to
fluorophore blinking [18, 19] b) inability to image all the label molecules, due to a limited de-
tection efficiency of typically 40%–60%, resulting from inherent errors like imperfect fluores-
cent protein folding, maturation and photo-conversion [16, 17] c) localization uncertainty, or
the error in the estimation of the position of the label molecule due to the limited number of
photons collected from them, commonly represented by the localization precision in the range
of 10–30nm [20, 21]. All of these can possibly cause significant variations in quantitative analy-
sis([14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19], also S1 Fig.). Additionally, the finite label and linker size, stage drift
and effects due to fixed dipole orientation of the emitter molecules can affect the accuracy and
precision of localizations [15, 22, 23]. These sources of errors are applicable to other SMLM
techniques like STORM, though in different magnitudes.
Several methods have been proposed to account for the multiple appearances due to blink-
ing [10, 18, 19, 24]. However, the other two sources of error, the subsampling due to limited de-
tection efficiency, and the effect of localization uncertainty on measured cluster properties,
remain problematic. A method has been proposed to account for localization uncertainty in
analysis [25], however, in the context of very small clusters (typically upto tetramers) and low
molecular density, and based on simulations. Currently, several of the cluster analysis studies
based on PALM perform the analysis and comparisons of estimated cluster properties without
accounting for these satisfactorily, possibly resulting in inaccurate results (S1 Fig.).
In this work, we focus on these two problems. Based on a well-known result from spatial sta-
tistics, we demonstrate that the commonly used tools for cluster analysis such as Ripley’s K
function, L(r) − r function and the related Pair Correlation Function (PCF) are invariant to
random subsampling, and hence, within limits, are unaffected by limited detection efficiency.
We then provide a method to estimate true fluorophore locations from the localizations ap-
pearing in clusters, and to correct for errors due to localization uncertainty. These estimated
true locations can be used to estimate the true Ripley’s L(r) − r function or the PCF, and thus
provide better estimates of true cluster parameters.
Before proceeding further, we note that, while the methods discussed in the paper are fo-
cussed on the L(r) − r function, they should be applicable to the PCF as well (Methods). We
also note that the result on invariance to random subsampling property applies to the bivariate
versions of the K, L(r) − r and PCF functions (called Cross Correlation Function or CCF), and
hence on related co-localization measures [10].
Methods for Accurate Cluster Analysis in SMLMS
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Results
Accounting for limited detection efficiency
We consider the situation when the phenomenon of limited detection efficiency in a PALM ex-
periment can be modelled as a case of random, independent, homogeneous subsampling of the
label molecules present in the sample. Such a model is valid if the effect of limited detection ef-
ficiency, i.e whether a flourophore that is present in the field of view is imaged or not, is inde-
pendent of its spatial location. In the case of spatial homogeneity in illumination and
environmental conditions such as pH, and in the absence of inter-fluorophore molecule inter-
actions, this assumption is reasonable.
We then use the result from spatial statistics that analytically shows that the L(r) − r func-
tion is invariant to random subsampling of the underlying point pattern [26] (Methods, Fig. 1).
The result arises from the fact that, in the event of subsampling, both the numerator and the
denominator of these measures gets scaled similarly and hence they cancel out, on average(de-
tails in Methods).
Due to the stochasticity involved in random subsampling, the L(r) − r function correspond-
ing to the subsampled point pattern (i.e localizations corresponding to the detected molecules),
called Lsubsampled(r) − r, will also be a stochastic quantity (and a PALM experiment provides
one realization of the subsampling). For a stationary point pattern, the Lsubsampled(r) − r at any
point r can be approximately modeled as a random variable with a normal distribution cen-
tered around a mean value; this mean Lsubsampled(r) − r provides an unbiased estimate for
Ltrue(r) − r as per the result above. We provide an analytical method to exactly compute the
standard deviation of the K distribution of the subsampled points at each point r, and approxi-
mately compute that of L(r) − r (called σsubsampling), given the true set of points (Fig. 1, Methods,
S2 Fig.) and the sampling ratio.
We empirically characterized the σsubsampling corresponding to various cluster and subsam-
pling conditions, by means of simulated points (S3 Fig.). Simulated clustered point patterns
were created for varying cluster density (total number of clustered points in the area under
analysis, conditions tested: 10, 100 and 1000 μm−2), cluster size (σ of Gaussian, 10,30,50 and
100) and number of points per cluster (10 and 100). The effect of sampling ratios of 20%, 40%,
60% and 80% were tested. In all the clustering conditions tested, the ratio of σsubsampling to the
Ltrue(r) − r at r = rtrue, called relative standard deviation, rtrue corresponding to the point r in
which Ltrue(r) − r is maximum, remained less than .25 for 60% sampling, with most conditions
having a value less than .15. For several of the cluster conditions, the ratio obtained was less
than .1 even for 20% sampling. The characterization for smaller clusters (dimers and tetramers)
can be found in S4 Fig., with similar results (ratio less than .15 for 60% sampling).
Since the r value corresponding to the maxima of L(r) − r function can provide an estimate
of the cluster radius, the invariance property of L(r) − r could also be useful for its accurate esti-
mation (Fig. 2).
It should be noted that in this work, subsampling is assumed to be spatially homogeneous.
Apart from assuming that the limited detection efficiency due to physical phenomena is spa-
tially homogeneous, it also assumes that the errors during the computation of localization esti-
mation are also spatially homogeneous; e.g., the phenomena of higher number of missed
localizations in denser regions due to overlapping Point Spread Functions is minimal. It is also
important for accurate and precise estimation of the L(r) − r functions that the effect of sam-
pling errors is not significant. Therefore, in the case of very few clustered points in the area of
analysis, it is important to validate the applicability by means of simulations.
Methods for Accurate Cluster Analysis in SMLMS
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Estimating true point locations in the presence of localization error
We propose a method that estimates the true fluorophore locations from imaged localizations
that appear in clusters, accounting for localization uncertainty. Spatial clusters tend to appear
more dispersed and hence enlarged, when the localizations involve measurement error
Fig 1. Ripley’s L(r) − r function is invariant to random subsampling. (a) Probability map representation of a PALM image of β2–adrenergic receptor
molecules labeled with mEos2 on the plasmamembrane of HeLa cells, post agonist addition. Density: 650 molecules/μm−2. (b) L(r) − r functions for the true
and subsampled points, estimates for the latter obtained from both simulations and the analytical method presented. Continuous green: Ripley L(r) − r
function Ltrue(r) − r corresponding to the points in (a). Orange: mean and 2σ bounds of L(r) − r functions corresponding to 10000 realizations of random
sampling 50% of the points in (a). Broken lines: the mean and 2σ bounds corresponding to 50% subsampling, predicted by the analytical method presented.
It can be seen that the mean values obtained from both simulations and analytical method coincide with Ltrue(r) − r, and that the 2σ curves obtained from the
simulations and the analytical method coincide. (c) Histogram of L(r) − r of the subsampled realizations at r = rtrue, where r = rtrue is the cluster radius
corresponding to the maxima of the Ltrue(r) − r function. It can be seen that it follows a normal distribution, with the fit parameters similar to that obtained from
the analytical method. rtrue is also plotted (dark green). The relative standard deviation (σ/μ, i.e,
ssubsampled
LtrueðrÞr ) at r = rtrue is 2.6% for 50% subsampling.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118767.g001
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(uncertainty). Thus naïve estimates of Ripley’s L(r) − r function that ignore localization uncer-
tainties are biased even when the uncertainties are unbiased (S1 Fig.). However, the amount of
enlargement for a given cluster can be predicted as a function of the precisions of all localiza-
tions. We show that if the precisions of all localizations are known, the true position corre-
sponding to each localization in an observed cluster can be estimated (Methods, Fig. 2). A
model for localization precision based on the photon count can generally be identified [20, 21]
Fig 2. Reconstruction of true point locations from noisy observations. (a) Demonstrative example of reconstruction method. The true (blue), observed
(red) and reconstructed (green) locations, in the case of 3 Gaussian clusters with average cluster standard deviation of 10nm observed with an average
localization uncertainty (σ) of 17nm. It can be seen that the observed clusters (average σ 22nm) are enlarged with respect to the true clusters, and the
reconstructed clusters are closer to the true ones. (b, c, d): Example of estimation of true cluster properties from simulations of clustered points with limited
detection efficiency and localization errors added. (b) Ground truth: simulated membrane protein cluster. Each cluster is assumed to be Gaussian shaped (σ
= 30nm), with 40 points on average. The overall density in the area of analysis is 760 molecules/μm2. The true points are observed with a limited detection
efficiency of 50% and a mean localization precision of 18nm. (c) Ripley L(r) − r functions corresponding to true points (green), mean and 2σ envelopes for
1000 simulations of observed data (cyan) and reconstructions from them (orange). (d) Histograms of cluster radius estimated from the maxima of L(r) − r
curves in (c), for the observed data (cyan) and the reconstructions (orange), with the value corresponding to the ground-truth (green). It can be seen that the
reconstructed values (81.9 ± 1.3 nm) are very close to the ground-truth (82.3 nm), compared to the observed values (95.5 ± 1.6nm).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118767.g002
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and can be used for this estimation, even though such models ignore other sources of estima-
tion errors (finite label and linker size and orientation, stage drift, fixed emission dipole orien-
tation). Hence such models should be considered as a lower bound for localization error.
These position estimates, obtained after correcting for the enlargement of the cluster due to
localization uncertainty, can be used for more accurate cluster analysis, whether by means of
Fig 3. Characterization of error in L(r) − r for observed and reconstructed points to that corresponding to true points, at r = rtrue, based on
simulated point patterns. The simulations were done as described in Methods. Cluster size (σ) of true point pattern: 30nm. The observed points were
obtained from true points by applying localization errors with mean localization precision 10, 20 and 30nm, and sampling rates of 30%, 60% and 100% (40
realizations per condition). The reconstructed points were obtained from these points by means of the methods presented in the paper. The mean squared
error in L(r) − r between the ones corresponding to realizations of the observed/reconstructed points and the true points is computed at r = rtrue, the true
cluster radius estimated from the maxima of Ltrue(r) − r, and is then divided by Ltrue(r) − r to make it relative. The relative MSE is averaged over 10 realizations
of point patterns corresponding to the same cluster conditions. Broken lines: error rate corresponding to observed points, Solid lines: corresponding to
reconstructed points. It can be seen that the reconstruction method provides significant reduction in error for sampling rates of 60% and 100% for all
clustering conditions. The reduction in error remains significant even for 30% sampling, except for the case when the average number of points in a cluster is
only 10, in which case also there is considerable improvement.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0118767.g003
Methods for Accurate Cluster Analysis in SMLMS
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exploratory tools like the L(r) − r or PCF functions presented in this paper, or through cluster-
ing by means of algorithms like DBSCAN [27] followed by estimation of each cluster’s proper-
ties [14].
In the case of using tools such as K, L(r) − r or PCF, the property of invariance to random
subsampling presented in the paper can correct for limited detection efficiency as well (Fig. 2).
The methods are validated by simulations (Figs. 2, 3, S5 Fig.). For a simulated clustered
point pattern with a density of 760 points μm−2 and with a true cluster radius of 82.3nm, while
observation with an average localization precision of 18nm and a subsampling of 50% provided
a cluster radius of 95.5 ± 1.6 nm, the reconstruction and estimation with the presented method
provided a radius of 81.9 ± 1.3 nm. Characterization of the accuracy and precision of the recon-
struction method for different cluster and error conditions can be found in Fig. 3. Details of the
simulations used in the paper can be found in Methods. It should be noted that the reconstruc-
tion method is crucially dependent on the clustering of the localization data into appropriate
shapes. A discussion of sources of error in reconstruction, especially that due to errors in clus-
tering, can be found in S1 Text. Example reconstruction by setting observed PALM data as true
points, and involving the errors due to clustering, can be found in S5 Fig. An example applica-
tion of the method on a previously published cluster analysis data [13] can be found in S6 Fig.,
where the L(r) − r curve corresponding to the reconstructed points gives a measure of the pos-
sible deviation from that of the observed ones, due to the effect of limited localization precision.
As expected, the cluster radius estimated for the reconstructed points(97.5 nm) was found to
be 11.5 nm lower than one for the observed points(109 nm) that neglects the influence of limit-
ed localization precision.
We also provide an analytical method to exactly compute the mean L(r) − r function corre-
sponding to uncertain localizations, as a function of the true point locations and localization
precisions of all points (Methods, S7 Fig.). For a given PALM experiment, this method and the
method to compute the variance due to subsampling can be used along with simulations of
true points to compute the limits of minimum detection efficiency and localization precision
permissible for a given target accuracy.
Discussion
It can be seen from the figures that we have successfully demonstrated the applicability of in-
variance to subsampling property to PALM data, and the estimation of the variance of subsam-
pling and the reconstruction aspects of the method perform well, with the reconstruction
method providing significant reductions in estimation error. The method is simple to imple-
ment, and an implementation in MATLAB is provided. The advantages of the method include
the fact that it is based on Ripley’s L(r) − r function or Pair Correlation Function, methods that
are very popular in the field. It can also be easily coupled with other methods that solve the
problem of overcounting due to photoblinking, using models based on the PCF [10]. The in-
variance to random subsampling property applies also to co-localization analysis with two-
color L(r) − r function or Cross Correlation Function, where the problem of limited detection
efficiency involves the multiplicative propagation of errors. The reconstruction method can
also be used independently of L(r) − r or PCF functions. The methods’ applicability is not limit-
ed to PALM or SMLM, the invariance property might as well be applicable to Electron Micros-
copy based analysis of membrane proteins, where the immunolabelling of the ultrastructure
involves major subsampling. We believe the method, by providing solutions for several impor-
tant sources of error in SMLM, has the potential to form an invaluable tool for the community.
Methods for Accurate Cluster Analysis in SMLMS
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Methods
Invariance of L(r) − r function and PCF to random subsampling
For a stationary spatial point pattern defined in two-dimensional space, Ripley’s K-function is




where λ is the spatial density (average number of points per unit area), andM(r) is the number








For points that are distributed in space with complete spatial randomness, i.e. without form-
ing any special organization such as clustering, E½MðrÞ ¼ plr2, and hence L(r) − r = 0. In the
case of clustered point pattern, L(r) − r> 0 and in the case of anti-clustered (regularity), L(r) −
r< 0. In the case of clustering, the magnitude of L(r) − r gives a sense of the degree of clustering
(‘cluster strength’) compared to a point pattern distributed uniformly at random with the same
density, and can be used for comparisons in relative clustering between point patterns. The r
value corresponding to the maxima of L(r) − r gives a measure of the average cluster radius.
We note that other measures based on the L(r) − r function to estimate the cluster radius are
available [29], and the methods proposed in this work are independent of the specific measure
used. Pair Correlation Function (PCF, represented by g(r)) is a closely related measure, in that
K(r) is the integral of 2πrg(r). We also note that the radius estimate obtained is an ensemble
measure, and may not reflect the variability within the individual cluster radii of various clus-
ters in the area of analysis.
A well-known result [26, 28] in spatial statistics states the following. When a process is ran-
domly subsampled by a factor α, by means of independent Bernoulli trials with probability α,
the intensity λ, gets reduced to αλ. Simultaneously E[M(r)] also gets multiplied by a factor α
(see [26] for a proof), and hence K(r) remains invariant to random subsampling. Similar argu-
ment holds for Pair Correlation Function (PCF) [26, 28] and L(r) − r.
Exact computation of variance of K-function due to random subsampling
In practice the K-function is estimated using the following expression
KðrÞ ¼
P
i6¼jIfk Xi  Xj k rg=N
N=A
ð3Þ
where the numerator is an estimate for the expected value in Eq. (1) and the denominator is an
estimate for the intensity λ. Here N is the total number of points in the area under analysis, A is
the total area, and X1, X2, . . ., XN are the positions of the points, represented as vectors in <2,
and IfEg is the indicator function of an event E, taking the value 1 if the event E occurs and
0 otherwise.
Suppose the point pattern is randomly subsampled with a probability α. Then the estimate
of the K function obtained from the subsampled point pattern is given by
KðrÞ ¼
P
i6¼jBiBjIfk Xi  Xj k rgA
ðPNi¼1 BiÞ2 ð4Þ
Methods for Accurate Cluster Analysis in SMLMS
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where Bi are independent binary variables following a Bernoulli distribution with mean α. For
a given set of positions {X1, X2, . . ., XN} and a given sampling probability α, we analytically
compute expressions for the expected value and variance of K(r), by using the binomial theo-
rem. The details of the derivation are given in S1 Text. The corresponding values in L(r) − r
can be approximately computed from the K(r) function obtained.
Exact computation of K-function in the presence of localization
uncertainty
In the presence of measurement error (localization uncertainty), the observed position of a
point is a perturbed version of its true position. Let X 0i denote the observed position of the i-th
point whose true position was at Xi. ThusWi ¼ X 0i  Xi is the corresponding measurement
error. The K-function estimate obtained by using the observed positions is thus given by
K 0ðrÞ ¼
P
i 6¼jIfk Xi  Xj þWi Wj k rg=N
N=A
ð5Þ
For a given set of true positions and given distribution of the observation errors, the ex-
pected value of K0(r) can be calculated. A derivation of an analytical expression for this ex-
pected value, under an assumption of independent normal distributions for measurement
errors, is given in the S1 Text.
Estimating true locations of molecules and true L(r) − r function
In order to correct for measurement errors, we employ a technique to estimate the true loca-
tions of the points given the variance in their observed locations. We ignore clustering errors
and separately estimate the locations of points within each cluster. Let X 01;X
0
2; . . . ;X
0
K be the ob-
served locations of the points within a cluster containing K points. Further, let X 0i ¼ ðx0i; y0iÞ be
the representation of the i-th point in terms of its x and y coordinates. We estimate the x coor-
dinates and y-coordinates of each point separately. Here we describe only the procedure for es-
timating the x-coordinates. The y-coordinates are estimated similarly. We model the true x-
coordinates of all points in the cluster as i.i.d. random variables with an unknown mean μx and
variance s2x. Let s
2
x;i denote the measurement error variance in the x-coordinate of the i-th



















ðx0i  x Þ2  s2x:
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It is easy to verify that E sˇ2x
  ¼ s2x and thus sˇ2x provides an unbiased estimate for the spread





i¼1 ðx0i  xÞ2  s2x if 1K1
PK




i¼1 ðx0i  xÞ2 else:
(
ð8Þ
Finally we estimate the true x-coordinates of the points in the cluster as





ðx0i  xÞ: ð9Þ
The justification for using this estimate is that the expectation of the pairwise squared dis-
tances between the estimated points remains the same as that of the true points (details in
S1 Text). Therefore, quantification measures based on distance metrics, computed based on
the estimated true points, must also be accurate.
Finally, combining the estimates of both coordinates, we get estimates X^ i for the location of
each molecule within the cluster. We separately apply this procedure to all observed clusters.
Finally, we estimate the correct K-function using the estimated points as
KðrÞ ¼
P
i 6¼jIfk X^ i  X^ j k rg=N
N=A
:
This procedure can be further refined by incorporating the differences in the variances of
different points while estimating the x-coordinate of the cluster centre in Eq. (6).
Validation and simulation details
The demonstrative examples and in silico validation were done on “true points” (all label loca-
tions known with perfect accuracy), obtained either by simulation of point patterns or by set-
ting the localizations obtained from a PALM experiment as the true points (Fig. 1a). The latter
is useful in that it provides a point pattern that more closely reflects a molecular spatial distri-
bution in practice.
The clustered point patterns used for the simulations were obtained in the following way.
Gaussian clusters with a set standard deviation σ were generated in a 2μmx2μm area for differ-
ent cluster densities (mean number of points that are clustered per unit area, values tested:
1000,100 and 10 μm−2) and mean number of points per cluster (100, 30 and 10). A random
point pattern is superimposed on the clustered points as background(“monomer fraction” of
30%). For S3 Fig., the cluster size σ was varied between 10nm and 100nm, and only the condi-
tions of 10 and 100 molecules per cluster are displayed. For S4 Fig., the cluster size (σ) was 5nm
and 10nm, the number of molecules per cluster 2 and 4, and the density 10 and 1000 μm−2.
Examples of point patterns used for simulations are shown in S8 Fig. The “true” K(r) or L(r) −
r functions are then estimated using Eq. (3) and Eq. (2) (S9 Fig.).
Multiple realizations of the observed point patterns are then obtained by Monte Carlo simu-
lations, based on the true points and the application of the effects of localization uncertainty
and/or limited detection efficiency. For the observed points, the effect of subsampling corre-
sponding to limited detection efficiency is added by generating a pseudo random number for
each true point, sampled from a standard uniform distribution in (0,1), and the point is consid-
ered “sampled” if the sampling ratio is greater than this value. The effect of localization uncer-
tainty is added by sampling from a Gaussian uncertainty distribution centered at each true
location, with the standard deviation sampled from a distribution corresponding to an
Methods for Accurate Cluster Analysis in SMLMS
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exponential photon count model [12] (S10 Fig.). The K(r) or L(r) − r functions are then esti-
mated. The estimations provided by the analytical methods presented are also computed on
the basis of true points and the same error parameters used in simulations.
The relative mean squared error (MSE) or the relative standard deviation (σ) is then com-
puted by dividing with the true K(r) or L(r) − r values. The results are either averaged over
r (S2 Fig.) or only the value at the true cluster radius (estimated from the maxima of Ltrue(r) − r
function) is used (other figures), and are then averaged over the different realizations of true
point patterns for the same cluster condition (if the true points were obtained through
simulations).
Supporting Information
S1 Fig. Propagation of localization error in cluster analysis with Ripleys L(r) − r function. L
(r) − r curves are plotted for a set of points obtained from a PALM experiment (shown in Fig. 1
of main text), called true points, setting them as the true locations of molecules; and also for
1000 realizations of localizations estimated from these true points with a given estimation un-
certainty model. (a) L(r) − r curves corresponding to the true points (dark green) and 1000 re-
alizations of the estimated localizations with different localization precisions (red: mean
precision 10nm. orange: 20nm. green: 30nm). Details on the models for localization uncertain-
ty and the distribution of localization precision can be found in Methods. (b) The cluster radius
estimated from the maxima of different L(r) − r curves. It can be seen that the L(r) − r curves
and the cluster radius corresponding to the estimated localizations is far off from the ones
corresponding to true points, and the difference increases with worse localization precision.
Also see S7 Fig., for a method to predict the mean L(r) − r curves given the true points and
localization precisions.
(TIF)
S2 Fig. Validation of analytical method for estimating the variance in K-function due to
subsampling. Comparison of mean relative standard deviation in K-function due to subsam-
pling (Relative s ¼ sK;subsampled
Ktrue
), estimated by the theoretical method (section Exact computation
of variance of K-function due to random subsampling in Methods), to that estimated from sim-
ulations (100 realizations of subsampling per point pattern). The comparison is done for differ-
ent cluster conditions (denoted by different symbols) and subsampling ratios (colors), after
averaging over r. It can be seen that the relation follows a linear pattern y = x (note: plot is in
log scale), i.e. the theoretical predictions match those from simulations. Details of the simula-
tions can be found in Methods. The averaging was done over 10 point patterns per
cluster condition.
(TIFF)
S3 Fig. Characterization of relative standard deviation in L(r) − r due to random subsam-
pling, at r = rtrue. Relative s ¼ ssubsampledLtrueðrÞr , r = rtrue is the true cluster radius estimated from
Ltrue(r) − r. The comparison is on the basis for simulated points, with different cluster condi-
tions (solid & broken lines: number of molecules per cluster; markers: density; color: cluster
size (SD of Gaussian)) and subsampling ratios (x axis).
For all the clustering conditions presented, for 60% sampling, the relative σ remained less than
.25, with most obtaining a value less than .15. For a broad range of clustering conditions, the
value remained less than .1 even for 20% sampling. It can be observed that the relative σ in-
creases with increasing cluster radius, other cluster conditions remaining same (that is, when
clusters become less dense). Details of the cluster simulations can be found in Methods. The
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averaging was done over 10 point patterns per cluster condition.
(TIFF)
S4 Fig. Characterization of relative standard deviation in L(r) − r due to random subsam-
pling, at r = rtrue, in the case of dimers and tetramers. Relative s ¼ ssubsampledLtrueðrÞr . For sampling ra-
tios of 60% or above, the relative σ remained less than .15 for the clustering conditions tested.
Details of the cluster simulations can be found in Methods. The averaging was done over 10
point patterns per cluster condition.
(TIFF)
S5 Fig. Application of reconstruction method on point locations from a PALM experiment
as the true locations, and errors added artificially. The point pattern used as true points is
the same as the one in Fig. 1 and S1 Fig. and the errors applied to get observed points are: mean
localization precision 10nm, 20nm, 30nm and 50% subsampling. The cluster radius corre-
sponding to true, observed and reconstructed points, estimated from the maxima of L(r) − r
curves are displayed here. It can be seen that the ones corresponding to the reconstructed
points are much closer to the true ones and its accuracy decreases with worse localization preci-
sion. The validation is important since it involves 1) a point pattern distributed as the one ob-
served in a real PALM experiment rather than Gaussian clusters used in simulations, 2) the
reconstruction also involves clustering, done by means of a clustering algorithm DBSCAN,
rather than the perfect clustering (due to prior knowledge) used in simulations. A discussion
on the importance of accurate clustering can be found in S1 Text.
(TIF)
S6 Fig. Example application of reconstruction method on previously published cluster
analysis. The method is applied on a previously published cluster analysis data, to note the ex-
tent of deviation between the L(r) − r curves corresponding to the observed and the recon-
structed data. The data is from the same experiment as that shown in Fig. 1, published in Fig. 2
of Scarselli et al [13]. From the raw PALM localizations, localizations that appear multiple
times are lumped together by setting a temporal threshold of 100 frames (of 10ms exposure).
The localization precisions were computed with the expression provided in [20], for least
squares fitting. All points that were localized with a precision that is better than 35nm was used
for analysis, whether they are appearing in clusters or not. Clustering was performed for the re-
construction method using DBSCAN algorithm, with parameters ε = 20nm andminpts = 3.
The curve corresponding to the reconstructed points (estimated true points, green) deviates
from that corresponding to the observed points (red).
(TIF)
S7 Fig. Demonstration of the method for the computation of L-function in the presence of
localization uncertainty. A Gaussian clustered point pattern (20 points per μm2, 10 points per
cluster, 30nm average cluster standard deviation) is observed with localization precision distri-
butions similar to the ones shown in S10 Fig., with mean precisions 10nm, 20nm and 30nm re-
spectively. The L(r) − r curves are plotted for the true points (dark green), and that for the
mean corresponding to 1000 realizations of the observed points, sampling from the uncertainty
distribution (blue broken lines). The approximate mean L(r) − r as predicted by the presented
method for the three cases is also plotted, computed from the exact K-function obtained, and
can be seen as coinciding with those from the simulations.
(TIF)
S8 Fig. Example point patterns used in simulations. Rows (top to bottom): Density of 1000
per μm2 (a, b, c), 100 per μm2 (d, e, f) and 10 per μm2 (g, h). Columns (left to right): Molecules
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per cluster: 100 (a, d), 30 (b, e, g) and 10 (c, f, h). Example L(r) − r functions estimated can be
found in S9 Fig.
(TIF)
S9 Fig. Example L(r) − r curves used in simulations. (a) Mean L(r) − r functions (true, ob-
served and reconstructed) corresponding to a particular cluster condition (density: 1000 per
μm2, 30 molecules per cluster). It can be noted that, in this case, the curves corresponding to
the observed points with the same precision coincide approximately despite different subsam-
pling ratios, as predicted by the invariance property of L(r) − r to random subsampling. (b) Ex-
ample L(r) − r curves (true, observed) for the same number of molecules per cluster (10), but
different density (1000 and 100 per μm2). The relative effects of subsampling and localization
uncertainty on the L(r)-r estimates can be observed. Also, even though the absolute variance
(σobserved) is higher for the point pattern with lower density (100 per μm
2) for the same error
conditions, the relative variation ( sobserved
LtrueðrÞr) can be higher for the case of higher density (1000 per
μm2), as found in other figures.
(TIF)
S10 Fig. Distributions of localization precision used in the simulations. The distributions
shown hereby, based on an exponential model for the photons collected, are the ones that were
used for Figure 5a, b and c respectively.
(TIF)
S1 Text. Supporting information, with details of analytical derivation and discussion of ef-
fect of clustering errors on reconstruction.
(PDF)
S1 Code. MATLAB function to estimate the mean and the standard deviation of the sub-
sampled L(r) − r given true points.
(M)
S2 Code. MATLAB function implementing the reconstruction method.
(M)
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